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We have explored the potential impacts of direct collaboration with 
communities and other key stakeholder agencies to embed peak demand 
reduction within local well-being strategies

We have identified vital community engagement lessons which can improve 
the depth and sustainability of local impacts especially in less resilient 
communities

We have looked at how the idea of creating 'stackable benefits' for 
stakeholders can add value to business as usual strategies.

Overview:  embedding DSR within communities



2 communities : 9 stakeholders

KINGS WORTHY

• rural

• relatively advantaged

• highly resilient

SHIRLEY WARREN

• urban

• relatively disadvantaged

• not so resilient



2 years : 4 phases

2016:   Foundation activity

2017:   Challenge activity

PHASE 1: Earning the Right

• Unconditional support
• Community well-being Strategy
• Embedding local coaches

PHASE 2: Co-design

• Branding Platform
• Focus Groups / co-design teams
• Baseline ‘cut’ interventions

PHASE 2: Full-on research 

• Iterative ‘shift’ interventions
• Converging local and DNO agendas

Phase 4: Legacy building

• Integrated legacy
• Learning and Replicability



2 well-being brands : 2 trusted intermediaries

Working together:

• to give the community a voice
• to improve local services and facilities

• to use less energy and save money

Connecting:

• people
• places

• power www.connectingkingsworthy.org.uk

www.shirleywarren.org.uk



5 key lessons

No 1: Behaviour Change

The unifying driver for behaviour 
change was:

saving money

saving the planet

being part of a caring, connected 
community
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5 key lessons

No 2: Addressing Energy Literacy was crucial

… and once customers understood the significance of the 4-8 peak, the novel shift 
messaging became compelling



5 key lessons

No 3: Messenger Identity is key

• 20% of households responded 
positively to a direct invitation 
from the Network Operator to 
get involved in the project

• compared to over 50% when 
invited to take energy saving 
actions through locally branded 
initiatives



5 key lessons

No 4: The importance of food routines

Building engagement around the 
theme of ‘alternative cooking’, the 
team was able to demonstrate the 
value of low energy baking, slow 
cooking and batch cooking in terms 
of saving time …

… as well as energy



5 key lessons

No 5: Measurable Peak Reduction

… communities achieved 
attributable demand reduction 
in excess of 10% on the active 
trial substations

As part of local

‘Big Switch Off’

events …



3 legacy impacts

No 1: Local legacy plans

In both trial communities the 
project was seen as 
transformational … 

… each community produced their 
own legacy plan as a commitment 
to ensuring that the positive well-
being benefits could be sustained 
beyond the project.



3 legacy impacts

No 2: Additional social impacts

• The trial delivered an array of positive 
social outcomes linked to local well-being 
strategies

•Most significantly for Shirley Warren 
where the proportion of vulnerable 
customers was higher and the level of 
social capital lower

•Baseline PSR awareness levels were less 
than 8% in both communities



3 legacy impacts

No 3: Stackable benefits

• stakeholder partners including other 
utilities and local councils have 
committed to maintaining the legacy 
of the project by using this coaching 
approach elsewhere

• the principle of ‘stackable benefits’ 
underpins the Social Constraint 
Managed Zone (SCMZ) initiative



In Summary

• a win / win coaching approach based on direct local collaboration
• we ‘earned the right’ to open up behaviour change opportunities
• increased energy literacy underpinned novel ‘shift’ messaging
• as disseminated through trusted local intermediaries
• with ‘caring and connected community’ as the key driver for change
• the centrality of cooking to peak reduction was reinforced
• communities achieved measurable peak demand reduction
• and created a lasting legacy of positive change in community well-being
• with a commitment to ongoing peak reduction
• stackable added value benefits for wider stakeholder agencies
• underpin opportunities for scalability and the development of SCMZs



Judi Sellwood – Neighbourhood Economics

judi@neighbourhood-economics.com

Thank you
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BSO: regression analysis
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Rollout: progressive scaling


